When Fernández\(^1\,2\) reported that Mitsuda-negative children were converted to Mitsuda-positivity after injections of BCG, the hansenological world almost evenly divided itself into two currents of opinion that fiercely combated with each other: the BCG "converters", very enthusiastic about the possibility of hanseniasis vaccination, and the skeptical "non-converters", who either could not duplicate Fernández's observations or attributed eventual conversions to a kind of "maturation" or to the Mitsuda tests routinely performed before and after BCG, not to BCG itself.

A lone study\(^3\) diverged from both currents: BCG (as well as infection by *Myco. tuberculosis*) does convert the Mitsuda reactions from negativity to positivity, but would not be useful as a vaccine against hanseniasis. This seeming contradiction is based on an earlier theory\(^4,5,6\) in which about 20% of the human species is considered genetically incapable of becoming Mitsuda-positive after infection by *Myco. hansenii*, as postulated in the thirties, by *Myco. tuberculosis* or stimulation by BCG, as complemented 20 years later\(^3\) That hypothetical 20% group of "constitutional non-reactors" was named "Anergic Fringe", now renamed "Hansen-Anergic Fringe" (HAF), to stress the specificity of that anergy. The HAF, "a race within a race" as qualified by Kinnear Brown & Stone\(^7\) commenting on the theory, was supposedly the "human reservoir" of *Myco. hansenii*, responsible for the perpetuation of the endemic. As this minority "reservoir" was not affected by BCG — the 12.5 to 25% "exceptions" of the conversion in practically all studies that followed Fernández's — its vaccinating possibility was put in doubt. On the other side, the majority who inherited a
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"natural factor of resistance" ("N-Factor") would become Mitsuda positive after the action of different stimuli, but this conversion is relatively unimportant from the epidemiological viewpoint.

These rather pessimistic conclusions of the "N-Factor/HAF" theory were unfortunately confirmed by extensive studies carried out by the W.H.O. in Burma\(^8,9\), which led to the final statement of a W.H.O. Expert Committee 10 referring to the "improbability" of a specific hanseniasis vaccine in the near future. Although it should be repeated that an artificial anticipation of the Mitsuda reactivity by BCG in the "N-Factor" majority is desirable from the clinical point of view and certainly preferable to a late natural conversion by Myco. tuberculosis or Myco. hansenii 11 the discussion about BCG, which raged for over two decades, came almost abruptly to an end after the W.H.O.'s reports.

The possibility of obtaining considerable amounts of Myco. hansenii from experimentally infected armadillos triggered off a flare-up of vaccination studies. The hope behind this second phase is that which was not feasible with the live, but only cross-specific BCG, would now be feasible with the killed, but specific Myco. hansenii in massive suspensions or concentrated extracts. In some studies the killed armadillo's bacilli are mixed with the live BCG. As the latter was already proved to be inoperative, it might be considered an inert part of the vaccination material — unless a synergistic effect of live BCG and killed Myco. hansenii is expected.

The preventive efficacy of those new armadillo vaccines deserves study, but not in the field again, at the moment. At the time of the BCG fiery discussions, the W.H.O.'s ample, long and expensive survey in Burma was possibly justified to settle a worldwide scientific conflict. It does not seem justifiable now, unless previous comparative studies between two small groups prove that the proposed new vaccines have a significant advantage over BCG as regards reducing the HAF and provoking strong (++ and ++++ ) Mitsuda reactions in the genetically conditioned non-reactors.

Although we would heartily welcome that scientific and prophylactic breakthrough, we prefer to remain skeptical for the time being and take sides with the W.H.O. Expert Committee who considered hanseniasis vaccination "improbable in the near future".
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